Swiss-based data management portals tailored for research

DLCM solution enables researchers to safely manage, publish and preserve their data, resulting in more time and resources to focus on their work.
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**What is Yareta?**

Yareta is UNIGE’s digital solution for archiving and preserving research data in the long term. It has been developed to facilitate the work of researchers, including the management and sharing of research data.

Designed in strict accordance with the FAIR principles that govern research data management best practices, Yareta fulfills the Data Repository requirements of funders.

The Yareta solution comes from the national project swissuniversities DLCM and the Geneva cantonal bill "Digital Infrastructure for Research".
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**How to get a preservation space to archive your data?**

1. **Register**
   Connect a first time to the Yareta Portal at yareta.unige.ch to automatically register your name through your institutional account

2. **Prepare your request**
   According to your needs, the preservation space may correspond to your project, your laboratory or your research team. You will be asked the following information:
   - A meaningful name for your preservation space
   - The person in charge of managing the space
   - The duration data will be retained (in years)
   - The volume of data to preserve (Gb, Tb or Pb)

3. **Ask for a preservation space**
   As a UNIGE researcher through Support-SI
   As a researcher from other Higher Education Institutions in Geneva (e.g. University of Applied Sciences, the Graduate Institute) through a request form
   Go to catalogue-si.unige.ch/yareta

4. **Get started**
   Once you get the confirmation email for the attribution of your preservation space, connect to Yareta and attribute roles to your team
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**Need help with your research data?**

The Research Data Team at UNIGE can assist you:

- Send us your questions about IT services for storage, funding opportunities, data management plans (DMP), metadata…
- Attend training workshops on the DMP of the SNSF, data sharing, data organization, data storage, Electronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELN), copyrights and licenses…
- Send your DMP for review prior to submission to a funding agency

Visit us at www.unige.ch/rd or email us at researchdata-info@unige.ch